**Multistakeholder consultation on the creation of the future Global Diaspora Policy Alliance**

**17th May 2023**

**10.30 - 13.30 hrs CET**

**CICG - The International Conference Center Geneva**

and Hybrid ([Link](#))

**Background and Context**

In 2022, IOM as the lead international agency working on issues related to human mobility and as Coordinator of the UN Network on Migration (UNMN), co-hosted the first Global Diaspora Summit (GDS), in partnership with the Government of Ireland and other lead participating states.

The outcome of the successful GDS is the [Dublin Declaration](#), a plan of action for diaspora to institutionalize and operationalize diaspora capitals across policies, programmes, and partnerships in a coherent and consistent framework. It outlines a concise and visionary plan of action to support strategic engagement of diaspora organizations.

During the GDS a commitment was made and was a recommendation of the Dublin Declaration to create a Global Diaspora Policy Alliance, as a means of cultivating an inclusive ecosystem of collaboration across governments and key stakeholders to empower diasporas to be able to fully contribute to sustainable development. In this regard, IOM and partners will be pleased to facilitate this multistakeholder consultation to discuss the establishment of this Global Diaspora Policy Alliance (GDPA). The purpose of the future GDPA will be to create a networked tool of expertise and exchange to complement existing facilities prioritizing diaspora engagement in global development policy frameworks and will serve to bring a broad array of partners together to accelerate implementation of the SDGs.

The aim of this multistakeholder technical consultation is to i) reaffirm the commitment made in Dublin towards the creation of a GDPA and invite partners to become signatories, ii) to reflect upon progress made since the Global Diaspora Summit held in Dublin in April 2022, and to; iii) discuss the establishment of this Global Diaspora Policy Alliance (GDPA), including working modalities, scope, content and potential partnerships. The expected outcome of this meeting will be a series of recommendations on how to constitute the GDPA which will result in its future creation and launch in 2023.

Interpretation of this event will be available in Spanish and French.
## Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10.30 – 10.50 | Opening remarks  
Message from Ms. Ugochi Daniels, IOM Deputy Director General for Operations  
Ms. Monica Goracci, IOM Director of the Department of Programme Support and Migration Management  
H.E. Noel White – Ambassador of Ireland, UN Geneva  
Dr. Charles Senessie, Afro-European Medical and Research Network (AEMRN) – Diasporas as partners |
| 10.50 – 11.05 | Outcomes and milestones since the Global Diaspora Summit  
Dr. Larisa Lara, Transnational Communities and Digital Communications Officer  
Q&A                                                                                                                                 |
| 11.05 – 12.20 | Multistakeholder Consultation towards the Global Diaspora Policy Alliance  
Moderated by Ms. Elizabeth Warn, Head Labour Mobility and Social Inclusion, IOM  
Open discussion                                                                                                                                 |
| 12.20 – 12.30 | Wrap-up and next steps                                                                                                                                 |
| 12.30 – 13.30 | Lunch - Wangari Maathai (Second Flor CICG)                                                                                                                                 |